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Abstract
When grammatical constraints impose con�icting requirements on a linguistic expression, this con-

�ict is o�en resolved by employing a repair operation.�is repair can take various forms, for example

insertion, deletion or modi�cation of linguistic material. In this paper, I provide a number of case

studies in morpho-syntax, showing how there are striking parallels between the repairs employed in

phonology and morpho-syntax with regard to the context, type and shape of the repair. Ultimately,

it is argued that, given clear similarities between these distinct domains of grammar, repairs should

be governed by the same basic principles, namely a system of violable constraints.

1 Introduction

�e notion of ‘repair’ is found across many domains of natural language, including syntax, mor-

phology and phonology. Broadly speaking, a repair can be characterized as a particular (o�en

generally unavailable) structural change licensed to avoid an illicit output con�guration. Phono-

logy, in particular, o�en views processes such as epenthesis and deletion as repairs. For example,

many languages do not allow for consonant clusters in the coda position of a syllable. If such a

sequence arises, then this ill-formed structure is o�en ‘repaired’ in some way. In Korean, one of

the two consonants in a complex coda is deleted (1a). In Lebanese Arabic, on the other hand,

an epenthetic vowel i is inserted to break up the o�ending cluster (1b). Each of these processes

repairs the unwanted complex coda that would otherwise arise.

(1) a. Consonant deletion in Korean (Iverson & Lee 1995):

/n@ks/ → [n@k] *[n@ks] ‘soul’

/č@lm-ta/ → [č@m.ta] *[č@lm.ta] ‘young’

b. Vowel epenthesis in Lebanese Arabic (Abdul-Karim 1980):

/kibS/ → [ki.biS] *[kibS] ‘ram’

/Pibn/ → [Pi.bin] *[Pibn] ‘son’

Morphosyntax is no stranger to repairs, either. A few representative examples of repairs in syntax

involve do-support conditioned by VP topicalization or VP ellipsis (2a), where do is inserted to

avoid unpronounced in�ectional features, as well as the insertion of a resumptive pronoun in

positions from which movement is not possible (e.g. islands) (2b).
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(2) a. do-support (Grimshaw 1997b):
[VP Read a book ] he did VP

I read a book and he did [VP ] too

b. Intrusive resumption in islands (Sells 1984):
�is is the man who1 I don’t believe [DP the claim [CP that anyone saw him1 ]]

Repairs that are distinctly more morphological in nature are also frequently found. For example,

there are numerous instances of haplology repair, involving dissimilation of sequences of ad-

jacent homophonous morphemes (e.g. Menn & MacWhinney 1984; Yip 1998; Nevins 2012). A

textbook example of this involves banned sequences of impersonal and re�exive si in Italian (3a).
�is particular con�guration is repaired by transforming the �rst si into the form ci (3b).

(3) Haplology repair in Italian (Bonet 1995):

a. *Si

imp

si

refl

lava

washes

‘One washes oneself ’

b. Ci

ci

si

refl

lava

washes

‘One washes oneself ’

Another morphological repair is the so-called Ersatzin�nitiv (lit.‘substitute in�nitive’) in Ger-

man. While modal verbs normally take the participial form in perfective contexts (4a), when

they co-occurwith a lexical verb, the participle gekonnt is blocked and the in�nitival form können
must be used (4b).

(4) Ersatzin�nitiv (Schmid 2005:2):

a. Er

he

hat

has

das

that

gekonnt

can.part

/ *können

can.inf

‘He was able to do that.’

b. Er

he

hat

has

das

the

Buch

book

lesen

read.inf

*gekonnt

can.part

/ können

can.inf

‘He was able to read the book.’

�e question that this paper will address is whether it is possible to arrive at a general theory

of repairs across domains. From a descriptive perspective, this seems to be a desirable goal,

since repairs across domains share similar abstract properties, i.e. di�erent repairs apply to the

same marked output con�guration, repairs have a ‘last resort’ character and there is even intra-

linguistic variationwith regard to the exact repair employed in a given context. In what follows, it

will be argued that adopting violable constraints in phonology, morphology and syntax allows for

a uni�ed theory of repairs across domains that is able capture these cross-modular similarities.

Furthermore, this lends support to the hypothesis of Cross-modular Structural Parallelism in (5).

(5) Cross-modular Structural Parallelism (Nevins 2008, 2010; Arregi & Nevins 2012:133):

Operations across distinct modules of grammar employ identical computational

mechanisms.

�e central idea here is that modules of grammar should not di�er in the abstract mechanisms
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they employ, but only in the alphabets that these operate on (e.g. morpho-syntactic vs. morpho-

phonological features/structure). In addition, it will be shown that the assumption of violable

constraints (as in Optimality�eory) allows us to be explicit about the following properties of

repairs: (i) the context for repair, i.e. when a repair applies, (ii) type of repair, i.e. whether it

involves addition, deletion or manipulation of a structure, (iii) the shape of the repair, i.e. what

the repair actually looks like. As will be discussed, the few current conceptions of repair (such as

‘Last Resort’) remain undesirably vague and o�er no principled account of any of the aforemen-

tioned properties.�eories with violable constraints, such as Optimality�eory, o�er an explicit

answer to all of these questions. While this has been previously been noted at several points in

the literature (e.g. Grimshaw 1997b; Tesar et al. 1999; Legendre 2001; Trommer 2002), this paper

aims to o�er some new arguments for this position.

Section 1.1 provides a brief introduction to violable constraints in Optimality �eory and

Section 1.2 presents an example of the ‘Last Resort’ conception of morpho-syntactic repairs and

how this implicitly requires constraint violability. �e following sections go on to illustrate how

some of the core properties of repairs in phonology andmorpho-syntax can be understood from

an OT-perspective, namely their context (Section 2), type (Section 3) and shape (Section 4).

1.1 Repairs in OT

In Optimality�eory (OT) (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004; McCarthy & Prince 1995), a gram-

mar consists of a set of ranked, violable constraints. Consequently, there are no ‘rules’ or opera-

tions such as the ones in (6) that delete a coda consonant or insert a vowel in the same context.

(6) a. Coda deletion rule:
C→ Ø / ]σ

b. Vowel epenthesis rule:
Ø→ V / C]σ

In OT, the e�ect of such rules is achieved by competition between potential output candidates,

determined by the relative constraint pro�le of each candidate.�ere are two fundamental types

of constraints inOT: faithfulness constraints andmarkedness constraints. Markedness constraints

impose some requirement on a given output form. For example, NoCoda in (7a) requires that an

output candidate does not contain a syllable with a coda. Faithfulness constraints, on the other

hand, require that an output does not di�er from the corresponding input in a particular regard,

for example by inserting something not present in the input (7b) or deleting an element present

in the input (7c).

(7) a. NoCoda:

Syllables do not have codas.

b. Dep:

Do not insert.

c. Max:

Do not delete.

Competition between possible output candidates is represented in the form of a tableau such as
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(8). As illustrated by the following a toy phonology example, the input is the form /tak/ and the

possible outputs are given in (8a) and (8b), respectively. �e faithful candidate (identical to the

input) in (8a) violates NoCoda due to the presence of the coda consonant /k/ in the output.�e

alternative candidate (8b) has applied to deletion to remove this coda consonant, and thereby

violates Max.�us, there is a con�ict between these two constraints – NoCoda prevents inputs

containing codas from having them in the output, and Max militates against such deletion of

codas.�is con�ict is resolved by ranking. In (8), NoCoda is ranked higher thanMax (NoCoda

≫Max) and therefore the violation of NoCoda incurred by (8a) ismore costly than the violation

incurred by (8b). As a result, (8b) is chosen as the optimal output with deletion. A di�erent

grammar in (9) containing the faithfulness constraint Dep against deletion (7b), where NoCoda

≫ Dep, will lead to epenthesis (9b).

(8)
/tak/ NoCoda Max

a. tak *!

� b. ta *

(9)
/tak/ NoCoda Dep

a. tak *!

� b. ta.ka *

In each of these cases, a ‘repair’ such as deletion or insertion comes at the cost of violating a

faithfulness constraint. However, the repair in question is licensed if this faithfulness constraint

is deemed less important than the relevant markedness constraint (e.g. NoCoda). In general,

if faithfulness outranks markedness (i.e. Max≫ NoCoda), then no repair will take place. �is

then gives us a way of being explicit about why a particular repair operation applies in some lan-

guages, but not in others – it reduces the tension between con�ictingmarkedness and faithfulness

constraints and how a language chooses to resolve this by ranking.

OT di�ers from most other linguistic theories in that competition is at the centre of all ex-

planation. �e determination of a well-formed expression is evaluated relative to other possible

output forms, as prescribed by a set of ranked constraints. As such, OT is not a theory of phono-

logy or syntax since it says nothing about the constraints themselves, only how they interact.�is

then opens the door to a general theory of repairs across domains – in each case, the challenge

lies in identifying the relevant markedness and faithfulness constraints involved.

1.2 Repairs in (morpho-)syntax: Last Resort

�e spirit of violable constraints, although o�en not made explicit, can be identi�ed in non-

constraint-based approaches to repairs. By far the most widespread conception of a ‘repair’ in

morpho-syntax bears the moniker ‘Last Resort’. A de�nition of Last Resort is given in (10).

(10) Last Resort (Chomsky 1995:28):

Operationsmust be driven by some condition on representations, as a ‘last resort’ to over-

come a failure to meet such a condition.

In practice, however, the notion of Last Resort, when made explicit, is di�cult to distinguish

from a violable constraints approach to repairs. In fact, this was noticed early on by Prince &

Smolensky (1993/2004:27): ‘In syntax, the notion Do Something Only When Necessary appears
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under the heading of ’movement as a last resort’ or, more generally, ‘Economy of Derivation”.

�e connection between Last Resort and Optimality�eory has also been discussed at various

other points in the literature (e.g. Samek-Lodovici 2006; Broekhuis & Klooster 2007; Broekhuis

2008, 2013; Broekhuis &Woolford 2013; Grimshaw 2013; Salzmann 2013).�e ‘condition on rep-

resentations’ in (10) clearly corresponds to markedness constraints in OT, i.e. some illicit output

con�guration. What is o�en less clear in this approach is the type of repair that is chosen by a

grammar, an aspect that will be elaborated further below.1 Nevertheless, these repairs are o�en

generally unavailable grammatical operations that are restricted to a narrow set of contexts.�is

is a property that is typical of markedness/faithfulness trade-o�s in OT.

In order to illustrate how the widely-adopted concept of Last Resort o�en tacitly involves

OT-like concepts such as competition and constraint violability, let us consider the following Last

Resort analysis from Bošković (2006). In Serbo-Croatian, the verb ovladati (‘conquer’) selects a
DP complement bearing instrumental case (11a). As (11b) shows, it does not ordinarily take a PP

complement.

(11) No PP complement of ovladati (Bošković 2006:525):

a. On

he

je

is

ovladao

conquered

[NP zemlj-om

country-inst.sg

]

b. *On

he

je

is

ovladao

conquered

[PP s(a)
with

[NP zemlj-om

country-inst.sg

]]

‘He conquered that country.’

Interestingly, if the complement of ovladati contains a ‘�ve-and-up’ numeral that assigns the so-

called genitive of quanti�cation to its complement (12a), then the structure is ungrammatical

without the preposition s(a) (12b).

(12) PP complement possible if object bears genitive of quanti�cation (Bošković 2006:525):

a. *On

he

je

is

ovladao

conquered

[QP pet

�ve

zemalj-a

country-gen.pl

]

b. On

he

je

is

ovladao

conquered

[PP s(a)
with

[QP pet

�ve

zemalj-a

country-gen.pl

]]

‘He conquered �ve countries.’

Since (11b) shows that ovladati does not subcategorize for a PP, the occurrence of a preposition in
(12b) is best viewed as a repair operation. Bošković (2006:525) describes his analysis as follows:

‘we are dealing here with a last resort sa-insertion that takes place so that ovladati can check its

instrumental Case against its object argument’. Ordinarily, the case probe [∗instr∗] on the verb

needs to be checked by undergoing Agree with a relevant goal. Simple cases such as (11a) cor-

respond to the derivation in (13a). However, when the noun bears the genitive of quanti�cation,

the instrumental case probe on V cannot be checked by the DP (13b). At this point, a preposition

1Rezac (2011) suggests that repairs are generally rather limited, and can involve only enrichment of a numeration

with an unvalued or interpretable feature if a derivation crashes. In particular, he states that ‘Optimality �eory

makes repair universal, and that seems wrong for syntax’ (Rezac 2011:200). Of course, this ultimately depends on

what is classed as a repair.�e view of the present paper is that morpho-syntactic repair is rather ubiquitous. Finally,

Rezac’s own economy-based approachmay ultimately not be that di�erent fromOT approaches in that it is implicitly

transderivational in nature, or can at least easily be reformulated in such terms (see Graf 2013).
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bearing instrumental case features is inserted to provide a goal for case checking (13c).

(13) a. [VP V[∗instr∗] DP[instr] ]

b. [VP V[∗instr∗] [QP Q DP[gen] ]]

7

b’. [VP V[∗instr∗] [PP P[instr] [QP Q DP[gen] ]]]

7

�is �ts the pro�le of a repair in OT. Preposition insertion is not generally available, but can

be used if the alternative would be even worse (i.e. unchecked case features). Bošković’s analysis

can therefore be straightfowardly translated into an optimality-theoretic approach. Let us assume

two basic constraints, the �rst is a markedness constraint FullInterpretation (14a), which is

violated by representations containing unchecked probe features ([∗f∗]). �e second is Dep(P)

(14b), a faithfulness constraint against the insertion of prepositions not present in the input (see

Nunes 2008; Woolford 2013 for independent motivation for this constraint).

(14) a. FullInterpretation:

Probe features ([∗f∗]) must be checked

b. Dep(P):

Do not insert prepositions

To capture the fact that preposition insertion is not freely available, it should outrank most

markedness constraints so that it will lack a trigger. However, in the case at hand, FullInt is

more important than Dep(P) and should be ranked higher accordingly. �is means that it will

only be possible to insert a preposition if this is the best available option. In simple cases without

genitive of quanti�cation (11a), the faithful candidate in (15a) incurs a costly violation of FullInt.

Candidate (15b) removes this violation by agreeing with the DP to check its instrumental case

feature. �e alternative option of inserting a preposition (15c) also checks its instrumental case

feature, and avoids a violation of FullInt, but it does so at the cost of an additional violation of

Dep(P).�is latter option is gratuitously unfaithful and therefore ruled out.

(15)
[VP V[∗instr∗] [QP Q NP[gen] ]] FullInt Dep(P)

a. [VP V[∗instr∗] NP[instr] ] *!

�
b. [VP V[∗instr∗] NP[instr] ]

c. [VP V[∗instr∗] [PP P[instr] NP[instr] ]] *!

However, in contexts where the NP bears genitive as the result of a particular numeral quanti�er

(12a), the option of agreeing with the NP in (16b) does not result in checking of the case probe

on V and the fatal FullInt violation pertains. �us, in contexts where instrumental case can

no longer be checked on the NP directly, insertion of a PP shell bearing the relevant features

becomes the optimal solution (16c).

6
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(16)
[VP V[∗instr∗] [QP Q NP[gen] ]] FullInt Dep(P)

a. [VP V[∗instr∗] [QP Q NP[gen] ]] *!

b. [VP V[∗instr∗] [QP Q NP[gen] ]] *!

�
c. [VP V[∗instr∗] [PP P[instr] [QP Q NP[gen] ]]] *

Importantly, the violable constraints conception of this ‘Last Resort’ repair is explicit about why

this particular repair emerges and why its application is restricted to this context. In its simplest

form, the logic is as follows: if a faithfulness constraint such as Dep(P) is ranked lower than a

markedness constraint such as FullInt, then a candidate violating Dep(P) can only be chosen

as optimal if all the alternatives violate the higher-ranked markedness constraint.

An important detail about Bošković’s analysis is that the prepositional phrase must bear an

instrumental case feature [instr] that can be checked against the [∗instr∗] probe on V. �is

may seem somewhat counter-intuitive, as we might expect P to actually check instrumental case

against its complement and therefore bear its ownprobe, rather than goal feature for instrumental

case.2 One potential argument for s(a) bearing a goal feature, discussed by Bošković (2006),

comes from caseless NPs such as the proper nameMari, which also do not provide a checker for
the case probe on V (17a). In addition to the familiar insertion s(a) (17b), it is possible to insert

a possessor or adjective in�ected for instrumental case (17c).�e latter, perhaps more plausibly,

bears the relevant case feature just like we are forced to assume for s(a).

(17) Caseless NPs saved by (s)a- and adjective insertion (Bošković 2006:529):

a. *Džokej

jockey

je

is

ovladao

conquered

Meri

Meri

b. Džokej

jockey

je

is

ovladao

conequered

s(a)
with

Meri

Meri

‘�e jockey conquered Meri.’

c. Džokej

jockey

je

is

pokušao

tried

ovladati

conquer.inf

našom
our.instr.sg

/ neukrotivom
untamable.instr.sg

Meri

Meri

‘�e jockey wanted to conquer our/untamable Meri.’

Translating the Last Resort analysis of Bošković into OT reveals some potentially problematic

aspects of it. For example, there is presumably also a case probe for accusative on v when V does

not assign lexical case. Consequently, even if (16c) contains a v with an accusative case probe,

2 A remaining challenge for this analysis is to explain why s(a) can normally only combine with an instrumental-

marked NP in its prepositional usage (Bošković 2006:525). If were to assume that it also bears a [∗instr∗] probe

feature in addition to its [instr] feature, then this would create a problem for the analysis in (16), since (16c) would

actually have the structure in (i) insertion of the preposition introduces a new FullInt violation in place of the one

it is trying to avoid.�e result would be that this candidate is harmonically-bounded by (16b) due to violating both

FullInt and Dep(P) (as noticed by a reviewer).

(i) [VP V[∗instr∗] [PP P[instr, ∗instr∗] [QP Q[∗gen∗] NP[gen] ]]]

Consequently, it seems that the fact that s(a) requires an instrumental complement must be encoded in its selec-

tional requirements, rather than as part of the case checking mechanism. While this move may not be innocuous,

implementing Last Resort in OT does not create this problem, but rather makes it explicit.
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then this will trigger a violation of FullInt.�e same would hold in simple cases with genitive

of quanti�cation without inherent case on V. �e consequence of this, noticed by a reviewer,

is that FullInt must be violable, since the various case probes we must assume cannot all be

satis�ed simultaneously. While this is of course not a problem for this OT-based account, it only

becomes apparent in an optimality-theoretic implementation of Last Resort. While there are

still some open questions, it is not the aim of this paper to defend this particular analysis of s(a)-
insertion. Instead, it should su�ce to show that the basic logic of this Last Resort analysis, and

indeed virtually all such analyses, is deeply optimality-theoretic in nature.3

1.3 �e nature of repairs

In OT, repairs exist as competing derivational options that are almost always suboptimal in the

unmarked case. However, in the few instances where this candidate is blocked by a higher con-

straint, lower-ranked constraints can have an e�ect in shaping the optimal grammatical output.

In what follows, it will be shown that a general theory of repairs as the result of the fundamental

OT tension between markedness and faithfulness allows us to have an explicit theory of repairs

that encompasses the context, the type and the shape of repair operations in question. In partic-

ular, the role that violable markedness and faithfulness constraints play in driving and shaping

repairs is summarized in (18).

(18) Repairs in a theory of violable constraints:

a. �e context for repairs is determined by output-oriented markedness constraints

b. �e type of repair is determined by lower-ranked (faithfulness) constraints

c. �e shape of repairs is determined by even lower-ranked markedness constraints

�e following sections are devoted to a discussion of each of these aspects of repairs and how they

can capture the striking similarities in repairs that we observe across the domains of phonology,

morphology and syntax.

3A reviewer mentions another domain in which a similar analysis is possible, namely nominalizations. An or-

dinary verbal predicate such as destroy selects a DP rather than a PP argument (ia). However, this internal argument

must surface as a PP with the preposition of in nominalizations (ib).�e same is true for nominalizations of raising-

to-object verbs (ic–d) (Bruening 2017).

(i) a. �ey destroyed (*of) the city

b. �eir destruction *(of) the city

c. God declared (*of) them to be wrong

d. God’s declaration *(of) them to be wrong

While this of -marking is sometimes assumed to be an instantiation of genitive case (see e.g. Harley 2009), this seems

ad hoc and there is already the genitive form their, which would expect in (id). An alternative explanation similar to

the s(a)-insertion analysis is possible: A DP argument must be case-licensed, which is presumably handled by v in
cases such as (ia,c). In nominalizations (ib,d), v could be either defective or absent, meaning that a case-assigning

prepositionmust be inserted to license the argument of the nominalized verb. While this of course requires di�erent

assumptions about case assignment than with s(a)-insertion (i.e. a valuation rather than a checking approach), the

overall Last Resort spirit on the analysis, and its implementation in OT would be very much the same.
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2 �e context of repairs

�e �rst aspect of repairs to be discussed involves the context for repairs; in particular, the ques-

tion of how the context for a repair operation is determined. We will see that the fact that repair

operations converge on the same context lends support to the role of output-orientedmarkedness

constraints.

2.1 Conspiracies

An important argument for markedness constraints as the driving force for grammatical oper-

ations comes from what are known as conspiracies (cf. Kisseberth 1970, 2011; Pater 1999; Mc-

Carthy 2002:54�.; McCarthy 2008:2�.). A conspiracy refers to a situation where two seemingly

independent grammatical processes serve to avoid one and the same output con�guration. �e

classic example of a conspiracy in phonology comes from Yawelmani Yokuts. Kisseberth (1970)

�rst shows that Yawelmani has a process of vowel epenthesis to break up clusters of three con-

sonants created by a�xation of a consonant initial su�x (19a).

(19) Vowel epenthesis in Yawelmani (Kisseberth 1970:296):

a. /Pilk-hin/ → [Pi.l i k.hin] ‘sing (aorist)’

/lihm-hin/ → [li.h i m.hin] ‘run (aorist)’

b. /lihm-al/ → [lih.mal] ‘run (dubitative)’

/Pilk-al/ → [Pil.kal] ‘sing (dubitative)’

Yawelmani also has a general process of word-�nal vowel deletion (20a). However, deletion is

blocked if it would result in a complex coda, i.e. with a�xation to a consonant-�nal base (20b).

(20) Final vowel deletion in Yawelmani (Kenstowicz & Kisseberth 1979:98):

a. /taxa:-kPa/ → [ta.xakP ] ‘bring!’

/taxa:-mi/ → [ta.xam ] ‘having brought’

b. /xat-kPa/ → [xat.kPa] ‘eat!’

/xat-mi/ → [xat.mi] ‘having eaten’

Now, while it is possible to formulate two distinct phonological rules such as those in (21), this

fails to capture the functional unity (Kisseberth 1970) of these processes. Namely, these processes

both conspire to avoid the creation of complex syllable margins.

(21) a. Vowel epenthesis:
Ø→ i /C CC

b. Vowel deletion:
V→ Ø /VC #

Epenthesis is required if attaching an a�x would create a triconsonantal sequence (CCC), since

this must be syllabi�ed as VC.CCV or CCV.CV (i.e. as a complex onset or coda). Final vowel

deletion, on the other hand, is blocked if its application would result in a complex coda.

While rules such as those (22) fail to capture this, a reformulation in OT utilizing a marked-

ness constraint such as *Complex in (22) does.
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(22) *Complex (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004:108):

No complex syllable margins (*[σCC, *CC]σ)

In accounting for epenthesis, we only require a corresponding faithfulness constraint Dep, which

militates against insertion (the other constraints are not relevant here). Ranking Dep below

*Complex will mean that epenthesis becomes preferable to tolerating a complex coda (23c).

However, in contexts in which a complex coda is avoidable, insertion is blocked (23d).

(23) Vowel epenthesis in Yawelmani:

/Pilk-hin/ *Compl Dep *V# Max(V)

a. Pilk.hin *!

b. Pil.khin *!

� c. Pi.lik.hin *

/Pilk-al/ *Compl Dep *V# Max(V)

� d. Pil.kal

e. Pi.lik.al *!

�e same set of the constraints also accounts for the fact that �nal deletion is blocked when

it would result in a complex coda (20). In this analysis, �nal vowel deletion is driven by the

markedness constraint *V# against word-�nal vowels. Since this constraint outranks the con-

straint against vowel epenthesis (Max(V)), output forms with word-�nal vowels (24a) will incur

a more costly violation than those deleting them (24b). However, if the same su�x -kPa attaches
to a consonant-�nal base (24d), then while deletion removes the violation of *V#, it results in a

complex coda and thereby incurs an even more costly violation of *Complex. �e same holds

for applying a secondary repair to break up the complex coda, as in (24e). However, this results

in a fatal violation of Dep. Finally, simply inserting a �nal consonant to avoid the violation of

*V# is also suboptimal, since the constraint against the repair outranks its trigger (24f).�us, it

is preferable to tolerate the candidate that violates *V# (24c), since all the other alternatives are

worse.
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(24) Vowel deletion in Yawelmani:

/taxa:-kPa/ *Compl Dep *V# Max(V)

a. ta.xa.kPa *!

� b. ta.xakP *

/xat-kPa/ *Compl Dep *V# Max(V)

� c. xat.kPa *

d. xatkP *! *

e. xa.tikP *! *

f. xat.kPaP *!

What is important here is that the constraint *Complex plays a role in both the triggering of

epenthesis and the blocking of deletion.�e ranking *Compl≫Dep allows epenthesis to avoid

consonant clusters, whereas the ranking *Compl ≫ *V# blocks vowel deletion when it would

create such a con�guration. Positing output-oriented markedness constraints allows us to dir-

ectly capture the conspiratorial nature of these processes, and thereby provides a strong argument

for the markedness vs. faithfulness approach to repairs. If this is the case, �nding analogous con-

spiracies in other domains of grammar would then lend support to the existence of markedness

constraints across modules.�e following sections provide two such examples from syntax.

2.1.1 Syntactic conspiracy #1: �e embedded COMP domain in German

�e �rst conspiracy involves the embedded CP domain in German. It is well-known that Ger-

man is a V2 language requiring T-to-C movement if Spec-CP is overtly �lled (den Besten 1983).

However in verb-�nal embedded clauses from which extraction has taken place (24a), T-to-C

movement is still required if C is not already lexically-contentful (25b,c) (see�iersch 1978; Stau-

dacher 1990; Haider 1993; and Torrego 1984 for Spanish).

(25) Inversion under extraction from V2 clauses (�iersch 1978):

a. Wen1

who

meinst

think

du

you

[CP t1 [C′ [C0 dass

has

] [TP die

the

Maria

Mary

[vP t1 getro�en

met

] hat ]]] ?

b. *Wen1

who

meinst

think

du

you

[CP t1 [C′ [C0 Ø ] [TP die

the

Maria

Mary

[vP t1 getro�en

met

] hat

has

]]] ?

c. Wen1

who

meinst

think

du

you

[CP t1 [C′ [C0 hat2

has

] [TP die

the

Maria

Mary

[vP t1 getro�en

met

] t2 ]]] ?

‘Who do you think (that) Maria met?’

Furthermore, German is known to have a construction inwhich extractedwh-phrases seem to be

pronounced in multiple positions, sometimes referred to as wh-copying (26) (see e.g. McDaniel

1986; Felser 2004; Pankau 2013).

11
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(26) Wh-copying in German (Höhle 2000:257):

a. Wer1

who

glaubst

believe

du

you

[CP wer1

who

[C′ [C0 Ø ] [TP t1 [vP Recht

right

] hat

has

]]] ?

‘Who do you think is right?’

b. Wen1

who

meint

said

Karl

Karl

[CP wen1

who

[C′ [C0 Ø ] [TP wir

we

[vP t1 gewählt

elected

] haben

have

]] ?

‘Who does Karl say we have elected?’

While these two syntactic processesmay seemunrelated, Fanselow&Mahajan (2000:221) suggest

that they share a common goal; they are both strategies to avoid a phonologically empty COMP

domain. On this view, there is a conspiracy between T-to-C movement and wh-copying with

regard to something like the following markedness constraint:

(27) *ØCOMP:

Do not have a phonologically empty COMP domain (where both Spec-CP or C0 are

empty).

�us, these operations are best viewed as repairs to the illicit representation in (28a). In this case,

either the C head must be �lled lexically (28b), the verb moved to C (28c), or the copy of the

wh-phrase in Spec-CP must be pronounced (28d).

(28) Repair strategies for *Øcomp in German:

a. *Wen1

who

glaubst

believe

du

you

[CP t1 [C0 Ø ] [TP Maria

Maria

[vP t1 gesehen

seen

] hat

has

]] ?

b. Wen1

who

glaubst

believe

du

you

[CP t1 [C0 dass

that

] [TP Maria

Maria

[vP t1 gesehen

seen

] hat

has

]] ?

c. Wen1

who

glaubst

believe

du

you

[CP t1 [C0 hat2

has

] [TP Maria

Maria

[vP t1 gesehen

seen

] t2 ]] ?

d. Wen1

who

glaubst

believe

du

you

[CP wen1

who

[C0 Ø ] [TP Maria

Maria

[vP t1 gesehen

seen

] hat

has

]] ?

‘Who do you think Mary has seen?’

To phrase this in OT terms, we can postulate the following faithfulness constraints against head

movement (29a) and copy deletion (29b), respectively.

(29) a. Stay(Hd):

Do not move heads

b. ChainReduction (Nunes 2004):

Lower copies in a movement chain are not realized

Given an input containing an empty COMP domain (as in embedded clauses from which ex-

traction has taken place), the faithful candidate in (30a) fatally violates the high-ranked marked-

ness constraint *Øcomp. Assuming that each of the faithfulness constraints in (29) have the same

ranking (indicated by no vertical line between them), then both violating ChainReduction by

spelling out an intermediate copy (30b) and applying T-to-Cmovement (30c) are equally possible

repairs.4

4 I am assuming that tied optima results in optionality between the relevant outputs. As an anonymous reviewer
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(30)
[CP wh . . . [CP twh [C′ [C Ø ] [TP . . . twh . . . hat ]]]] *ØCOMP Stay(hd) Ch-Red

a. [CP wh . . . [CP twh [C′ [C Ø ] [TP . . . twh . . . hat ]]]] *!

� b. [CP wh . . . [CP wh [C′ [C Ø ] [TP . . . twh . . . hat ]]]] *

� c. [CP wh . . . [CP twh [C′ [C hat ] [TP . . . twh . . . that ]]]] *

d. [CP wh . . . [CP wh [C′ [C hat ] [TP . . . twh . . . that ]]]] * *!

Interestingly, the option in (30d) of applying bothT-to-Cmovement and intermediate copy Spell-

Out (31) is ruled out because of the additional violation of Ch-Red is unnecessary from the point

of view of reparing the null COMP con�guration.

(31) *Wen1

who

glaubst

believe

du

you

[CP wen1

who

[C0 hat2

has

] [TP Maria

Maria

[vP t1 gesehen

seen

] t2 ]] ?

‘Who do you think Mary has seen?’

�is supports the idea that these are actually repairs, since violable constraints require that repairs

be asminimal as possible (what Prince & Smolensky (1993/2004:32) call the Economy Property of
Optimality�eory). Furthermore, this view also gives us an indication of how best to treat (28b).

�ere are essentially two options: Either the choice between Ø and dass is simply a lexical one,

or dass can be inserted as a repair to *Øcomp, in violation of a constraint such as (32).

(32) Telegraph (Pesetsky 1998):

Function words are not pronounced (e.g. complementizers)

However, some speakers of German, who do not have Doubly-Filled COMP e�ects in embedded

clauses (Bayer 1984), permit both dass and Spell-Out of an intermediate copy (33), whilst still not

allowing (31) (Fanselow &Mahajan 2000:221):

(33) Wen1

who

denkst

think

du

you

[CP wen1

who

[C0 (dass)

that

] [TP sie

she

t1 liebt

loves

]] ?

‘Who do you think she loves?’

�is suggests (at the very least) that the lexical realization of the complementizer should not be

treated as a syntactic repair. As for why (31) is possible and (33) is not, one possible account could

be that lexical realization (i.e. Vocabulary Insertion) happens a�er optimization and the repairs.

On this view, (33) would be a case of overapplication of intermediate Spell-Out applying a�er the

intermediate Spell-Out repair has applied (i.e. counter-bleeding; Kiparsky 1976).

correctly remarks, this is not necessarily an innocuous assumption. �e treatment of ties in OT is discussed at

length in Müller (2002), however the major point is that, in theories with strict domination, having a genuine tie

involves there being no lower-ranked constraint that distinguishes between the two candidates. In many cases, this

may be implausible given the size of the (presumably universal) constraint set CON. A possible way out of this

problem could be to assume that constraints actually bear weights, as in Harmonic Grammar (Legendre et al. 1990)

or Linear Optimality�eory (Keller 2006). In such an approach, one could say that two candidates are tied if the

relevant harmony scores are ‘close enough’. In theory, they may not have identical harmony scores, but in practice

the di�erence would be too small to lead to a perceivable discrepancy in acceptability.
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2.1.2 Syntactic conspiracy #2: �e Anaphor-Agreement E�ect

Another example of a conspiracy in syntax involves the Anaphor Agreement E�ect (AAE) (cf.
Rizzi 1990; Woolford 1999; Haegeman 2004; Deal 2010; Sundaresan 2012, 2016).5 �is refers to

the fact that anaphors are o�en illegitimate targets for agreement, andwas originallymotivated by

the following data from Italian. In (34a), importare takes a PP object and dative subject, resulting

in default 3sg agreement on the verb. �e verb interessare, on the other hand, has a nominative

object loro (‘they’) and this results in plural agreement (34b).

(34) a. A

to

me

me.dat

importa

matter.3sg

solo

only

[PP di

of

loro]

they.gen

‘All that matters to me is them.’

b. A

to

me

me.dat

interessano

interest.3pl

solo

only

loro

they.nom

‘I am only interested in them.’ (Rizzi 1990:32)

�e dative experiencer can also function as the antecedent for an object anaphor in each of these

constructions. In (35a), the genitive object of the preposition now becomes the plural anaphor se
stessi, again triggering default agreement.�e interesting observation is that it is not possible to

have the anaphor se stessi as a nominative object in (35b), since the verb would be forced to agree

with it in φ-features, as in (35b).

(35) a. A

to

loro

them.dat

importa

matter.3sg

solo

only

[PP di

of

se stessi]

themselves.gen

‘All that matters to them is themselves.’

b. *A

to

loro

them.dat

interessano

interest.3pl

solo

only

se stessi

themselves.nom

‘�ey are only interested in themselves.’ (Rizzi 1990:33)

�is led Rizzi (1990:28) to suggest that ‘there is a fundamental incompatability between the prop-

erty of being an anaphor and the property of being construed with agreement’.

As Woolford (1999) shows, the AAE holds in a many other languages, and there are o�en

multiple ways in which a language avoids AAE-violating con�gurations. Based on data from

Bok-Bennema (1991), Woolford (1999:265) discusses the following conspiracy of processes to

avoid AAE con�gurations that arises in Inuit. In ordinary transitive sentences (36a), verb agree-

ment tracks both the subject and the object. However, examples such as (36b) show that such

agreement is not possible if the object is anaphor.

(36) a. Angutip

man.erg

arnaq

woman.abs

taku-vaa

see-ind.3sg.3sg

‘�e man sees the woman.’

b. *Hansiup

Hansi.erg

immi

himself.abs

asap-puq

wash-ind.3sg.3sg

‘Hansi washed himself.’ (Bok-Bennema 1991:28,51)

Inuit has two distinct ways of circumventing the AAE violation in (36b).�e �rst is detransitiv-

5I would like to thank Sandhya Sundaresan for pointing out the following data as an example of a conspiracy.
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ization of the verb, where the internal object is syntactically absent (37a).6 �e other option is to

demote the absolutive direct object to oblique dative case (37b). Since obliques generally do not

count as potential targets for Agree, the anaphor is now ‘shielded’ from agreement, and an AAE

violation is avoided.

(37) a. Asap-puq

wash-ind.3sg

‘He washed himself.’

b. Angut

man

immi-nut

himself-dat

taku-vuq

see-ind.3sg

‘�e man sees himself.’ (Bok-Bennema 1991:50)

�us, we see that Inuit has two strategies that conspire to avoid agreement with an anaphor:

either the anaphor is removed from the structure entirely, or it is assigned a case that makes

agreement impossible. We can model this in OT as follows. Assume that there is a high-ranked

markedness constraint against agreement with anaphors, i.e. the AAE (38a).7 Additionally, there

is another markedness constraint Agree, responsible driving agreement by militating against

unvalued probe features on a given head (38b). Furthermore, let us propose faithfulness con-

straints against insertion of Kase head (K) that corresponds to oblique case (cf. Bittner & Hale

1996) and Max(DP) against deletion of nominal arguments.

(38) a. AnaphorAgreementEffect (AAE):

An anaphor may not control agreement.

b. Agree:

A head bearing a probe feature [f:�] agrees with a phase-local goal.

c. Dep(K):

Do not insert K heads.

6It is important to mention that this is not an instance of anti-passivization. �is is a distinct construction

in which an antipassive morpheme -si- is added (i) (Bok-Bennema 1991:49). However, this strategy presumably

also su�ces in circumventing the AAE. An anonymous reviewer also wonders whether omission of the object is

restricted to verbs such as ‘wash’ and ‘shave’ that have a natural re�exive usage. �is does not seem to have to be

the case. Bok-Bennema (1991:50) claims that this strategy is available for both such ‘ambiguous’ verbs, but also with

bona �de transitives.�e following example in (ii) with ‘hide’ seems to be an instance of the latter.

(i) a. Tuqut-si-vuq

kill-apass-ind.3sg

‘He killed’

b. Tuqqur-puq

hide-ind.3sg

‘He hid himself.’

7 Two anonymous reviewers point out that postulating AAE as a violable constraint would predict that there

should be languages with the ranking Agree ≫ AAE, which permit genuine anaphoric agreement. �is would

seem to run counter to the widely-held view that the AAE is universal (e.g. Woolford 1999). However, Gurujegan

Murugesan (p.c.) informsme that there are in fact languages in which the AAE does not seem to hold. Among them

are Gujarati (Mistry 2000:344), Ingush (Nichols 2011:641) and Archi (Bond & Chumakina 2016:70). For example,

in Gujarati, there is independent evidence that the ergative subject cannot control agreement on the verb (it nor-

mally triggers default agreement), and therefore the verb in the following examples from Mistry (2000:344) must

be showing genuine agreement with the re�exive object:

(i) a. Raaj-e

Raj.m-erg

potaa-ne

self-acc

sandov-yo

involved-m.sg

‘Raj involved himself.’

b. Sudhaa-e

Sudhaa.f-erg

potaa-ne

self-acc

sando-vi

involved-f.sg

‘Sudha involved herself.’
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d. Max(DP):

Do not delete DPs.

Let us adopt a cyclic approach to optimization in which each step of the derivation is subject

to optimization (see e.g. Heck & Müller 2003, 2013, 2016). Furthermore, I propose that object

agreement involves a φ-probe ([φ:�]) on the v head (subject agreement is the result of the cor-

responding probe on T). At the point of the derivation where v is merged, we have the options in

(39a–d) as possible next steps. Failing to agree with the locally available anaphor in (39a) violates

Agree and is ruled out. However, agreement with the anaphor leads to an evenmore severe AAE

violation (39b). At this point, the lower-ranked faithfulness constraints provide possible repairs.

Deleting the anaphor removes the potential goal for agreement and avoids the costly violation of

Agree at the expense of a violation of Max(DP) (39c). �e other option is to insert a KP shell

(corresponding to dative case) to the anaphor (39d). Since agreement with an oblique-marked

argument is not possible, due to K being a phase head and introducing a new locality domain for

Agree, the anaphor no longer counts as a locally-available goal for agreement and Agree is not

violated.

(39)
[vP v[φ:�] . . . anaph[φ:f] ] AAE Agree Dep(K) Max(DP)

a. [vP v[φ:�] . . . anaph[φ:f] ] *!

b. [vP v[φ:f] . . . anaph[φ:f] ] *!

�
c. [vP v[φ:�] . . . ] *

�
d. [vP v[φ:�] . . . [KP K anaph[φ:f] ]] *

Since bothMax(DP) andDep(K) are unranked with respect to each other in (39), we can assume

that they are both equally available repairs in AAE-violating contexts.8

�e examples previously discussed serve to show that conspiracies exist both in phonology

and syntax (also see Dawson 2017; Foley 2017; Rolle to appear for examples of conspiracies in

morphology). �e convergence of two repairs on a single context within one language provides

good evidence for an independent markedness constraint against that context. It is only when

this constraint (e.g. *Complex, *Øcomp, AAE) is violated that the option of violating these lower-

ranked faithfulness constraints becomes available. �e type of the repair in question (i.e. dele-

tion, insertion or modi�cation) depends on the particular faithfulness constraints ranked below

this markedness constraint. In the syntactic conspiracies discussed here, more than one repair

is available simultaneously, thereby suggesting that the repairs are equally costly (i.e. unranked

relative to each other). �is is not always necessarily the case, however, as the following section

will discuss.

8 �is does not seem to exhaust the possible repairs to the AAE cross-linguistically, there is also ‘agreement

switch’, in which an object probe targets the subject just in case object agreement would violate the AAE (i.e. in

Kutchi-Gujarati; Patel-Grosz 2014; Murugesan & Raynaud to appear), as well as insertion of default agreement (e.g.

in Italian, Georgian or Albanian; Woolford 1999:260 fn.5,270�.) or a dedicated form of agreement for anaphora

(Woolford 1999; but see Deal 2010:115�. for di�erent view of the latter in Nez Perce). Whether or not we �nd further

conspiracies including these repairs is le� to future research.
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3 �e type of repair

�is section addresses the second major aspect of repairs in a theory of violable constraints,

namely how one can account for which repair is chosen for a given context. It will be shown that

the relative ranking of low-ranked faithfulness constraints that become active upon violation of

a high-ranked markedness constraint determine the type of repair that a grammar opts for in a

particular context. We will see this varies, as languages choose di�erent repairs for the very same

context.�is will be illustrated by a comparison of hiatus repairs in phonology and PCC repairs

in morpho-syntax.

3.1 Heterogeneity of Target/Homogeneity of Process

When the repair for a particular con�guration di�ers across languages, this is sometimes referred

to asHomogeneity of Target/Heterogeneity of Process (HoT/HoP) (McCarthy 2002:25f.,93�.).�is

is then essentially a cross-linguistic conspiracy of the kind discussed in the previous section. An

illustrative example of this from phonology involves repairs to hiatus, i.e. sequences of adjacent

vowels in separate syllables (V.V) (see Casali 1996, 2011). While some languages such as Hawaiian

are reported to tolerate hiatus (Senturia 1998:26), many languages do not. In response to this,

languages employ a diverse range of repair operations in hiatus contexts. An overview of repairs

for the sequence /ia/ across various languages is given in (40).9

(40) Hiatus repair for /ia/ across languages (*V.V):
a. Vowel elision: /ndi-akha/ → [ndakha] ‘I build’ (Xhosa) (Casali 1996:93)

/ti-a-bwela/ → [tabwela] ‘We have come’ (Chichewa) (Casali 1996:32)

b. Glide formation: /li-ato/ → [lja:to] ‘boats’ (Luganda) (Casali 2011:1435)

/a-ri-a/ → [arja] ‘is eating’ (Okpe) (Casali 1997:515)

c. Diphthongization: /opi-aji/ → [o.pia<.ji] ‘Lendu woman’ (Ngiti) (Casali 2011:1435)

d. Glide insertion: /dangli-an/ → [danglijan] ‘to bevel’ (Kalinga) (Rosenthall 1994:237)

/mi:-ar/ → [mi:jar] ‘middle-fem.pl’ (Faroese) (Staroverov 2014:20)

e. P-epenthesis: /di-aŋkat/ → [diPaŋkat] ‘to li� (pass)’ (Malay) (Casali 2011:1437)

f. Coalescence: /a-bi-a/ → [abe:] ‘seeds’ (Foodo) (Casali 2011:1440)

/mili-ani/ → [milEni] ‘it is red, they say’ (Tunica) (de Haas 1988:196)

What is striking here is that the very same con�guration can lead to a wide range of repairs.

As well as providing further evidence for some universal markedness constraint determining

the context of the repair (as with conspiracies), HoT/HoP e�ects such as this should inform the

theory of repairs.

In general, this variation follows from two aspects of Optimality�eory: (i) violable faith-

fulness constraints, (ii) the assumption of a universal constraint set (CON). As shown above,

repairs emerge with con�icts between markedness constraints (M) and faithfulness constraints

(F), where M ≫ F. In this case, the violation of the lower-ranked faithfulness constraint (e.g.

Max or Dep) incurred by the repair candidate is tolerated. �is is where the second property

of OT is important, namely the fundamental assumption that the set of constraints is ‘maxim-

9Of course, a single language can also have multiple ways of resolving hiatus (i.e. a conspiracy), see Baković

(2006:63) for Chicano Spanish, Sibanda (2009:38�.) for Nguni and Casali (2011:1443) for Xhosa.
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ally universal’ (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004:6; but cf. Ellison 2000). Simplifying somewhat,

we can assume that each type of a repair corresponds to some lower-ranked constraint. For hi-

atus, Casali (1997) suggests the following constraints against possible repairs (not all of which are

faithfulness constraints).

(41) Constraints against hiatus repairs (Casali 1997:499):
Vowel elision Max

Glide formation *CG

Diphthongization NoDiph

Glide insertion/epenthesis Dep

Coalescence Uniformity

Assuming that the grammar of every language contains these in their constraint set, then the

various repairs we �nd in (40) is determined by lowest-ranked of these faithfulness constraints

in the language. For example, a language that employs epenthesis as a hiatus repair (40e) could

have the following ranking:

(42) Possible ranking for a language with epenthesis:
*V.V≫ NoDiph≫ *CG≫Max≫ Uniformity≫ Dep

�is is the most revealing case in which all relevant faithfulness constraints are ranked below

the trigger anti-hiatus constraint *V.V. In this case then, it is the candidate that violates the least

costly (i.e. lowest-ranked) constraint, which will be selected as the optimal repair. Given the

ranking in (42), this will be the insertion candidate (43d).

(43)
/i-a/ *V.V NoDiph *CG Max Uniformity Dep

a. i.a *!

b. ia *!

c. ja *!

�
d. i.Pa *

e. a *!

f. E *!

�e role of violable constraints is particularly important here. A repair always violates some con-

straint, however it is the lowest-ranked of these violations that ultimately determines the repair.

Assuming universality of these constraints as well as re-ranking between languages allows us to

capture both HoT/HoP e�ects and also conspiracies if these constraints are tied. �e following

section will show that similar arguments can be made on the basis of PCC e�ects in morpho-

syntax.
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3.2 HoT/HoP in morpho-syntax: �e PCC

�ere is a morpho-syntactic phenomenon with a strikingly similar HoT/HoP pro�le to hiatus

contexts in phonology.�is is what is known as the Person Case Constraint (PCC) (44).10

(44) Person Case Constraint (see Bonet 1991:181f.):

a. Strong PCC (*IO-DO1/2):

In a combination of IOdat and DOacc, the DO must be 3rd person.

b. Weak PCC (*IO3-DO1/2):

In a combination of IOdat and DOacc, if one is 3rd person, then it has to be the DO.

�e PCC is designed to capture restrictions on the combination of certain ‘weak’ elements (such

as clitics, agreement a�xes and pronouns) bearing certain person and case speci�cations. �e

original motivation for it comes from contrasts due to Perlmutter (1968), where IO-DO clitic

combinations involving a non-3rd person indirect object are acceptable, but those with a non-

3rd person direct object are not.�is is illustrated by the following examples from Greek:

(45) PCC in Greek (Anagnostopoulou 2005:202):

a. �a

fut

su

cl.gen.2sg

to

cl.acc.3sg

stilune

send.3pl

‘�ey will send him to you.’

b. *�a

fut

tu

cl.gen.3sg

se

cl.acc.2sg

stilune

send.3pl

‘�ey will send you to him.’

As with hiatus, languages show a high degree of variability in the repairs they employ in PCC-

violating contexts. A survey of some PCC repairs reported in the literature is given in (46).

(46) PCC repairs across languages (*IO(3) DO1/2):

a. Substitution IO3 DO1/2 → LOC DO1/2 (French) (Rezac 2011:96)

IO3 DO1/2 → INANIM DO1/2 (Catalan) (Bonet 2008:106)

b. Deletion: IO1.dat DO2.abs → Ø DO2.abs (Ondarru Basque) (Arregi & Nevins 2012:78)

IO2.dat DO1.abs → IO2.dat Ø (Ondarru Basque) (Arregi & Nevins 2012:78)

c. Re�exivization: IO3 DO1/2 → IO3 REFL1/2 (Georgian) (Harris 1981:92)

d. Case change: DAT3 ABSabs.1/2 → DAT3 ERG1/2 (Ondarru Basque) (Arregi & Nevins 2012:69�.)

IOgen DOnom.1/2 → IOgen DOacc.1/2 (Finnish) (Rezac 2011:237)

e. Preposition insertion: IO3 DO1/2 → [PP P IO3 ] DO1/2 (Kiowa) (Adger & Harbour 2007:5)

IOcl.3 DO1/2 → [PP a IOprn.3 ] DO1/2 (French) (Rezac 2011:93)

IOcl.3 DO1/2 → [PP a IOprn.3 ] DO1/2 (Catalan) (Bonet 2008:105f.)

f. Metathesis: IO3 DO1/2 → DO1/2 IO3 (Slovenian) (Stegovec to appear)

Here, we see that languages opt for di�ering repair strategies for the same target context, and

10It is important to note that there other kinds of PCChave been proposed since Bonet (1991), for example the ‘me-

�rst’-PCC (Nevins 2007), Super-Strong-PCC (Haspelmath 2004; Doliana 2013), Strictly-Descending PCC (Sturgeon

et al. 2012), the ultrastrong PCC (Nevins 2007) and potentiallymanymore. I will not focus on these here, but instead

on the traditional strong/weak PCC, however we would ultimately expect what is claimed here to also hold for these

other PCC types. An anonymous reviewer correctly points out that the schematic constraints in (44) should also be

made �exible enough to account for PCC e�ects involving subject vs. object clitics or particular case combinations

(e.g. dative and absolutive in Ondarru Basque).
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this is therefore a clear instance of HoT/HoP. Given the hypothesis of Cross-modular Structural
Parallelism (5), the basic operations available for repairs in phonology and in morpho-syntax

should be as similar as possible. Indeed, the undeniable parallelism here would also seem to ad-

vocate the pursuit of a uni�ed approach. In a violable constraints model, such a uni�cation is

possible. Although space considerations preclude a full discussion of each of the cases in (46),

the repairs we �nd can generally be characterized as either insertion, deletion or modi�cation

of material involved in the PCC violation, similar to the hiatus examples.11 Given a high-ranked

markedness constraint such as *IO-DO1/2, which captures the PCC, the repairs in (46)will corres-

pond to competing, possibly low-ranked faithfulness constraints such as Max, Dep and Ident.

While additional re�nements will have to be made to determine the exact form of the repair, i.e.

what is inserted or deleted (see Section 4), the basic explanation for variation in repairs will be

fundamentally the same as with hiatus: the type of repair is determined by the lowest-ranked

faithfulness constraint in the grammar of the language in question.

Another interesting observation emerging from (46) is that, in PCC-violating contexts, the

repair o�en a�ects the indirect rather than the direct object. �is is a potentially surprising

�nding because, at least descriptively, the (strong) PCC imposes a restriction on the DO and not

the IO, i.e. that it cannot be a local person.12 At least intuitively, the PCC seems to care more

about the DO than the IO and one could expect this to be re�ected in the distribution of repairs,

with the DO targeted more o�en. However, this does not appear to be borne out and the choice

of the target of a repair is actually o�en not that obvious, nor is it arbitrary. Casali (1997) shows

that with deletion in certain hiatus contexts, it is more o�en than not the �rst vowel that is lost,

rather than the second. �is shows us that an adequate theory of repairs must also be equipped

with a principled way of accounting for this variation, too. �e following section will discuss

OT’s answer to this problem.

4 �e shape of repairs

�e �nal aspect of repairs to be discussed here involves what I will call the shape of repairs. So far,
we have seen that languages vary as to whether they employ operations such as deletion or inser-

tion to repair a given a context. However, there is still the question of how one determines what

material should deleted or inserted. Since this choice also varies across and within languages,

Optimality �eory o�ers a principled way of accounting for this by appealing to low-ranked

markedness hierarchies.

4.1 What is targeted?

If a language chooses deletion or modi�cation as a repair, how is the target of this operation

determined? To start with a morpho-syntactic example, numerous Romance languages do not

11Note that this range of variation seems di�cult to capture in the repair system suggested by Rezac (2011:179)

where repairs can only involve ‘add[ing] uninterpretable features [to the numeration] to drive syntactic operations’.
12In Cyclic Agree theories such as Béjar & Rezac (2003), the PCC arises from failure to license a 1st or 2nd person

direct object, due to the fact that agreement with the IO took place at a previous cycle.�us, from a local perspective,

the ‘problem’ does not arise until Agree targets the DO.�is makes the fact that ‘shielding’ repairs such as those in

(46e) seem to target IO even more puzzling.
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allow for sequences of adjacent 3rd person clitics, sometimes called ‘3-3 e�ects’ (Nevins 2007;

Pescarini 2010; Walkow 2013). A classic example of this is ‘spurious se’ in Spanish (47), where a

sequence of two third person clitics (le lo) is not permitted (47a) and the �rst clitic is replaced

with the re�exive se by means of repair (47b).

(47) Spurious se in Spanish (Perlmutter 1968:134):

a. *A

to

ella,

her

le

her.3sg.dat

lo

3sg.acc

recomendé

recommend.1sg

b. A

to

ella,

her

se

se

lo

3sg.acc

recomendé

recommend.1sg

‘I recommended it to her.’

�e traditional way of capturing this is by positing a special rule such as (48).

(48) Spurious se rule (Nevins 2007:275):
Delete/alter the features corresponding to 3rd person on a dativewhen it precedes another

3rd person.

However, such an approach does not tell us anything about why the indirect object is the target

of this impoverishment rule, rather than the direct object. In her OT analysis of the se-lo-e�ect,
Grimshaw (1997a) suggests that this is because of the e�ect of low-rankedmarkedness constraints

against case *Dat and *Acc (cf. Bonet 1994). I will replicate the spirit of her analysis as follows.

3-3 phenomena like the se-lo-e�ect can be viewed as violations of a morphological Obligatory

Contour Principle (OCP) (Pescarini 2005, 2010; Nevins 2007; also see Martinović 2017:236). In

order for a repair to be possible, there must be a lower-ranked faithfulness constraint corres-

ponding to altering the feature values of a clitic to derive se. Following standard practice, I simply

refer to this constraint as Ident, which prohibits changes to features in the input. In (49), we see

that replacing either the direct object (49a) or the indirect object clitic (49b) are equally good

solutions for avoiding the costly violation of OCP since both violate Ident. �us, in order to

adjudicate between these repairs, we can follow Grimshaw’s (1997a) approach and appeal to low-
ranked, context-free markedness constraints such as *Dat and *Acc, meaning ‘Do not be dative’

and ‘Do not be accusative’, respectively. Since *Dat outranks *Acc in (49), it is preferable to

delete the more marked values (i.e. dative), as in (49c).

(49)
le3sg.dat lo3sg.acc OCP Ident *Dat *Acc

a. le3sg.dat lo3sg.acc *!

b. le3sg.dat se * *!

� c. se lo3sg.acc * *

On this view, the seemingly arbitrary choice of which element a repair targets in an OCP-like

con�guration is resolved by context-free markedness constraints. Since these markedness con-

straints are o�en ranked below faithfulness constraints, they generally do not have any in�uence

output forms. However, in ‘default’ contexts such as repairs, they exert their in�uence on the
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‘shape’ of a repair. Nevertheless, the target of repairs in 3-3 contexts could also be viewed as po-

sitional e�ect, that is, in a 3-3 sequence of clitics the rightmost one is protected from deletion

or modi�cation.13 �ere does seem to be some evidence for this positional view. As Pescarini

(2010:430f.) observes, in a variety of banned 3-3 clitic sequences in Italian, the repair uniformly

a�ects the le�most clitic (50) (also see Walkow 2012 on the preference for the rightmost clitic in

dialects of Catalan).

(50) Repairs to clitic clusters in Italian (Pescarini 2010:431):

le → gli / lo, la, li, le, ne

gli/le → ci / mi, ti, vi

si → ci / si

ne → ci / ne

As such, there is a potential ambiguity in the explanation of what determines the target of repairs

to clitic sequences. Teasing apart these two options seems a worthwhile endeavour, but one that

I leave to future research.

�ere are clear parallels to this in phonology. Recall from Section 3.1 that a possible repair in

hiatus (V.V) contexts is deletion. However, there is the question of which vowel is deleted. Casali

(1997) shows that, in particular morpho-syntactic contexts, it is very o�en the �rst vowel that is

deleted, regardless of its quality.�e examples from Etsako in (51) illustrate this.

(51) Hiatus resolution in Etsako (Elimelech 1976; Casali 1997:493):

/dE akpa/ → [dakpa] ‘buy a cup’

/ukpo EnodE/ → [ukpEnodE] ‘yesterday’s cloth’

/owa Oda/ → [owOda] ‘a di�erent house’

/umhele Otsomhi/ → [umhelOtsomhi] ‘some salt’

�us, it is the position of the vowel that determines deletion (see Casali 1997; Beckman 1997 on

positional faithfulness).�is is not to say that this is always the case, however.�ere are examples

of hiatus in which deletion appears to be markedness-driven and cares about the features of the

vowel in question. As the data in (52) show,ModernGreek is such a language. For a given pairing

of vowels, one is consistently preferred over another (e.g. /a/ over /e/), regardless of its position

in the sequence.

(52) Hiatus resolution in Modern Greek (Kaisse 1977; Casali 1996:67):
/ta éxo/ → [táxo] ‘I have them’

/me aGapái/ → [maGapái] ‘He loves me’

/to urliázi/ → [torliázi] ‘He howls it’

/tu oðiGó/ → [toðiGó] ‘I lead to him’

Casali (1996) analyzes these facts in a similar way to Grimshaw’s analysis of the se-lo e�ect, with
lower-ranked constraints expressing a preference for which vowel to preserve.14

�ere are also cases ofmarkedness-driven deletion inmorpho-syntax. In theOndarru dialect

13�anks to Andrew Nevins for making me aware of this point.
14�ere is a technical di�erence, however, where Casali (1996) uses the Parse/Fillmodel of Prince & Smolensky

(1993/2004) and therefore expresses context-free markedness constraints such as *[−low] as Parse([+low]). For the

purposes of this analysis, the two approaches are equivalent in expressing a preference for [+low] vowels.
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of Basque, the combination of clitics on the verb respects the PCC. In ditransitive con�gurations,

the direct object can be third person (53a), but not �rst person (53b).

(53) PCC e�ect in Ondarru Basque (Arregi & Nevins 2012:64f.):

a. Eur-ak

they-erg.pl

su-ri

you.sg-dat

Jon-Ø
Jon-abs

presenta

introduce

[d-o

l-prs.3sg

-tzu

-cl.dat.2sg

-Ø

-cl.erg.3

-e]

-cl.erg.pl

(>tzue)

‘�ey introduced Jon to you (sg.)’

b. *Eur-ak

they-erg.pl

su-ri

you.sg-dat

neu-Ø
me-abs

presenta

introduce

[n

cl.abs.1sg

-a

-prs.1sg

-tzu

-cl.dat.2sg

-Ø

-cl.erg.3

-e]

-cl.erg.pl

‘�ey introduced me to you (sg.)’

In contexts such as (53b), some speakers repair this structure by omitting the absolutive clitic

(54a). �is results in the default linker morpheme d- and 3rd singular default agreement -o.
Interestingly, the dative clitic can also be deleted, if it is �rst person (54b).

(54) Clitic deletion targets 1st person (Arregi & Nevins 2012:78):

a. Eur-ak

they-erg.pl

su-ri

you.sg-dat

neu-Ø
me-abs

presenta

introduce

[d

l

-o

-prs.3sg

-tzu

-cl.dat.2sg

-Ø

-cl.erg.3

-e]

-cl.erg.pl

(>tzue)

‘�ey introduced me to you (sg.)’

b. Eur-ak

they-erg.pl

ni-ri

me-dat

seu-Ø
you-abs

presenta

introduce

[s

cl.abs.2sg

aitu

-prs.2sg

-Ø

-cl.erg.3

-e]

-cl.erg.pl

(>satxue)

‘�ey introduced you to me (sg.)’

As Arregi & Nevins (2012:79) put it, ‘When one of the clitics is �rst person and the other second,

our Ondarru informant prefers to keep the second person clitic’. �us, deletion (or Obliteration
to use Arregi & Nevins’ terminology) as a PCC repair seems to be a case of markedness-driven

deletion in this idiolect of Basque, just as we saw with hiatus in Modern Greek. Given the choice

of deleting a dative or absolutive clitic, it is preferential to delete �rst person over second person,

regardless of case (55).

(55) a. abs.1sg-dat.2sg⇒ Ø-dat.2sg (cf. (55a))

b. abs.2sg-dat.1sg⇒ abs.2sg-Ø (cf. (55b))

�is preference can be explained by positing two hierarchies of low-ranked markedness con-

straints for both person (56a) and case (56b), respectively.

(56) a. *1≫ *2≫ *3

b. . . . ≫ *Dat≫ *Abs≫ . . .

Given the hierachies in (56), let us assume that these are ranked lower than the faithfulness con-

straint against deleted Max, which is in turn ranked below the PCCmarkedness constraint *IO-
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DO1/2. As (57) shows, if the input contains a 1st singular absolutive and and a 2nd singular dative,

deleting either one of these removes the PCC e�ect (57b,c). As with the analysis of the se-lo-e�ect
in (49), it is then up to low-ranked markedness constraints such as those in (56) to determine

which clitic should be preserved. Assuming that the person hierarchy (56a) outranks the case

hierarchy (56b), then the dative clitic is retained (57b), due to �rst person being the most marked

value. If we �ip the φ-feature speci�cations, as in the second optimization in (57), the preference

for avoidance of 1st person values leads to deletion of the dative clitic (57g).

(57) Markedness-driven Obliteration of Basque clitics:

ABS1sg-DAT2sg *IO-DO1/2 Max *1 *2 *3 *Dat *Abs

a. ABS1sg-DAT2sg *! * * * *

�
b. -DAT2sg * * *

c. ABS1sg- * *! *

d. - **!

ABS2sg-DAT1sg *IO-DO1/2 Max *1 *2 *3 *Dat *Abs

e. ABS2sg-DAT1sg *! * * * *

f. -DAT1sg * *! *

�
g. ABS2sg- * * *

h. - **!

�ese case studies serve to show that low-ranked markedness constraints can be evoked to ex-

plain the preference in the target for a deletion repair.

4.2 What is inserted?

As well as deletion, material can also be inserted as a repair. We previously saw examples in

(1b) from phonology where epenthesis applies to break up cononsant cluster. To give another

example, Kager (1999) shows that in Lenakel, the chosen segment for insertion in (58) is schwa.

(58) Vowel epenthesis in Lenakel (Lynch 1974; Kager 1999:126):

/to-rm-n/ → [tOr.m@n] ‘to his father’

/apn-apn/ → [ab.na.b@n] ‘free’

At this point, we face a similar question: How do we know which vowel to insert? In principle,

there is a whole host of vowels that one could insert. As with deletion, this is determined by

low-ranked, context-free markedness constraints.15 Each potential vowel that could be inserted

15 Kager (1999:126f.) shows that the situation in Lenakel is more involved. A�er coronal segments, a di�erent

epenthetic vowel /i/ is chosen for insertion (i).

(i) Epenthesis a�er coronals in Lenakel:
/t-n-ak-ol/ → [ti.na.gOl] ‘you will do it’

/ark-ark/ → [ar.ga.rikh] ‘to growl’
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is assumed to consist of di�ering values for a set of binary phonological features (59).

(59) Distinctive features of vowels:
a. [@] [−low, −round, +back, −high]

b. [a] [+low, −round, +back, −high]

c. [i] [−low, −round, +back, +high]

d. [i] [−low, −round, −back, +high]

e. [u] [−low, +round, +back, +high]

Broadly following Kager (1999), let us then assume that there is a low-ranked markedness hier-

archy below the faithfulness constraint Dep. Since all competing candidates for insertion violate

Dep, it is up to these constraints to determine which is the ideal vowel to epenthesize. Since @

quali�es as the least-marked segment, it is chosen for insertion (60b).16

(60) Markedness determines epenthetic segment (/to-rm-n/→ [tOr.m@n]):

/to-rm-n/ *Compl Dep *[+low] *[+round] *[−back] *[+high]

a. [tO-rm-n] *!

�
b. [tOr.m@n] *

c. [tOr.min] * *!

d. [tOr.min] * *! *

e. [tOr.mun] * *! *

f. [tOr.man] * *!

In general, such constraints will be ranked below faithfulness constraints, so as not to have an

e�ect on outcome.17 As a result of this, the target for insertion will be least-marked segment in

the language. �is is o�en referred to as�e Emergence of the Unmarked (TETU) (McCarthy &

Prince 1994; Becker & Flack Potts 2011).

Again, we �nd cross-modular parallels of this in the domain of morpho-syntax. A pertinent

example involves the phenomenon of ‘default agreement’.18 To see this, consider the following

data from Serbo-Croatian, which shows subject agreement on the participle kupil-a (61).

(61) Marija

Marija

je

be.3sg

kupil-a

buy-f.3sg

knjigu

book

‘Marija bought a book.’

While this agreement tracks the φ-features of the subject (person, number, gender), there are also

Kager (1999:128) argues that this motivates the addition of a context-sensitive markedness constraint Cor-[high]

(‘Coronals are followed by high vowels’).
16 For the sake of exposition, only the markedness violations pertaining to the epenthetic segment have been

included.
17 �is is why not all inputs are neutralized to the most unmarked form, e.g. [ba], as is sometimes asserted (e.g.

Chomsky 1995:380,fn.4; see McCarthy 2002:243f. for discussion).
18 Another empirical domain that can be analyzed in this way is ‘default case’ (e.g. Schütze 2001), i.e. accusative

pronouns in examples such asMe, I like beans (see Müller 2015:888�. for discussion and analysis).
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contexts lacking an overt, accessible subject (62). In these cases, we see that participle agreement

uniformly takes the ‘default’ 3rd singular neuter form -o.

(62) Default agreement in Serbo-Croatian (Franks 1995):

a. Hladn-o

cold-n.3sg

je

is.3sg

‘(It) is cold’

b. Trebal-o

needed-n.3sg

je

is.3sg

da. . .

that

‘(It) was necessary that. . . ’

c. Činil-o

seemed-n.3sg

mi

me.dat

se

refl

da. . .

that

‘(It) seemed to me that. . . ’

We can interpret this as insertion of feature values not present in the structure, similar to epen-

thesis.19 �e analysis requires constraints that we are already familiar with: Agree from (38b),

repeated as (63a), and a faithfulness constraint Dep(F) against insertion of feature values (63b).

(63) a. Agree:

T agrees with a locally-available goal.

b. Dep(F):

Do not insert feature values not present in the input

As with epenthesis, all insertion candidates will violate Dep(F) equally, and the choice of what to

insert will be down to low-ranked markedness hierarchies. Let us assume the following context-

free markedness constraints for each φ-feature value (Bresnan 2001:23�.):

(64) a. *1≫ *2≫ *3

b. *feminine≫ *masculine≫ *neuter

c. *plural≫ *singular

In the analysis, the values inserted are those contributing the least marked values given (64).�is

is the 3rd singular neuter form in (65b).

19 An alternative approach such as Preminger (2014) would treat default values as the realization of the lack of

feature-geometric φ-structure (Harley & Ritter 2002). While languages do not seem to vary with regard to default

person and number (which may have some universal explanation), there is variation in the expression of default

gender, e.g. masculine/neuter in Indo-Aryan (Deo & Sharma 2006), feminine in Romanian (Kramer 2014:176f.).

Re-ranking of constraints is well-equipped to handle this.
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(65) Default agreement determined by markedness:
Agree Dep *1 *2 *3 *pl *sg *masc *fem *neut

a. [PartP Part[φ:�] [vP . . . ]] *!

� b. [PartP Part[φ:3sg.n] [vP . . . ]] * * * *

c. [PartP Part[φ:3sg.f] [vP . . . ]] * * * *!

d. [PartP Part[φ:1pl.m] [vP . . . ]] * *! * *

e. [PartP Part[φ:2sg.f] [vP . . . ]] * *! * *

f. [PartP Part[φ:3pl.n] [vP . . . ]] * * *! *

Since the choice of what material an insertion repair uses seems to relate to ‘unmarked’ mater-

ial, and can show some variance, appealing to low-ranked markedness hierarchies allows us to

capture the parallelism between phonology and morpho-syntax.

4.3 Gradient repairs

A �nal example of how markedness constraints can shape repairs comes from what I will refer

to as gradient repairs.�is refers to a phenomenon involving a constraint evaluated in a gradient

fashion, i.e. with multiple violations. �e most famous example of this involves in�xation in

Tagalog. As (66) shows, the position of the a�x -um- in Taglog varies depending on the base

to which it attaches. While it can surface as a pre�x, it also appears as an in�x one or even two

segments to the le� of the base.

(66) In�xation in Tagalog (French 1988:32f.; McCarthy 2003:91):

Base -um-

/aral/ um-aral ’to teach’

/akyat/ um-akyat ‘to climb’

/bagsak/ b-um-agsak ‘to fail’

/sulat/ s-um-ulat ‘to write’

/gradwet/ gr-um-adwet ‘to graduate’

/preno/ pr-um-eno ‘to brake’

�e classic analysis of the phenomenon treats the in�x -um- as a ‘failed pre�x’ (Prince&Smolensky

1993/2004:40�.).20 �e basic intuition is that there is an alignment requirement that -um- be as
close as possible to the le�-edge of the word. �is is expressed by the constraint in (67a), which

assigns multiple violations depending on the distance from the le�-edge. However, there is also

a competing pressure, namely the desire to minimize the creation of syllable codas (67b).

20 It should be noted, however, that the use of gradient alignment constraints has proven controversial, including

for the Tagalog case presented here (McCarthy 2003). For reasons of space, I will not go into this issue here and

simply represent Prince & Smolensky’s (1993/2004) analysis faithfully.
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(67) a. Align(-um-,Wd,L):

�e a�x -um- appears at the le�-edge of a word.

(Assign a violation mark for each segment between -um- and the le� edge of the

word)

b. NoCoda:

Syllables do not have codas.

(Assign a violation mark for each syllable with a coda)

It is the con�icting requirements of these constraints that lead to repairs that �nd the best com-

promise for these two constraints. To see this, consider what happens when -um- attaches to a

vowel-initial base (68). In�xation in (68b) violates the highest-ranked constraint NoCoda and

is immediately ruled out.�e other options (68a,c–e) all have a single violation of NoCoda and

so it is up to the lower-ranked alignment constraint to determine the optimal placement of -um-.
�is favours candidate (68a) which is directly at the le�-edge of the word.

(68) Vowel-initial base:

/aral/ + -um- NoCoda Align(-um-,Wd,L)

� a. u.ma.ral *

b. a.um.ral **! *

c. a.ru.mal * **!

d. a.ra.uml * **!*

e. a.ra.lum * **!*

�ings are more interesting if the base is consonant-initial. In (69a), placing -um- at the le� edge

creates three closed syllables, and therefore leads to three costly violations of NoCoda. As (69c)

shows, one of these can avoided bymoving the a�x further into the base.�is forms the optimal

solution, given the constraints involved. Moving the a�x further to the right as in (69d,e) satis�es

NoCoda as well (69c), but violates Align to a higher degree.

(69) Consonant-initial base:

/gradwet/ + -um- NoCoda Align(-um-,Wd,L)

a. um.grad.wet ***!

b. gum.rad.wet ***! *

� c. gru.mad.wet ** **

d. gra.dum.wet ** ***!

e. grad.wu.met ** ***!*

�e intuition of this analysis is therefore that we try to place -um- as close to le�-edge of the
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word as possible while minimizing the number of codas created. It is important that the result

involves maximal satisfaction of neither constraint, but �nding the best compromise between

the two.�is kind of repair is therefore only possible if constraints are generally violable.

�e question now iswhetherwe can �ndparallel examples in syntax. I will argue thatmultiple

wh-movement in Romanian presents us with such a case. Consider �rst that Romanian is a

multiple wh-fronting languages in which all wh-phrases are moved to the le�-periphery (70).

(70) [CP Cine1

who

cui3

to.whom

ce2

what

[TP ziceai

say.2sg

[CP că

that

t1 i-a

to-him

promis

promised

t2 t3 ]] ?

‘Who did you say promised what to whom?’ (Comorovski 1986:171)

Furthermore, if a wh-phrase is embedded inside a Complex NP Island, movement to Spec-CP

of the matrix clause is blocked:

(71) *[CP Cine1

who

ce2
what

[TP t1 o

cl.3.fs

cunoaşte

know

[DP pe

pe

studenta

student

[CP căreia

which.dat

i

cl.dat.3sg

s-a

expl-aux

dedicat

dedicated

t2 ieri

yesterday

]]]] ?

‘Who knows the student to whom what was dedicated yesterday?’

(Cheng & Demirdache 2010:474)

What is more, Cheng & Demirdache (2010:474) also show that it is also ungrammatical to leave

the embedded wh-object in situ in such examples (72).

(72) *[CP Cine1

who

[TP t1 o

cl.3.fs

cunoaşte

know

[DP pe

pe

studenta

student

[CP căreia

which.dat

i

cl.dat.3sg

s-a

expl-aux

dedicat

dedicated

ce
what

ieri

yesterday

]]]] ?

‘Who knows the student to whom what was dedicated yesterday?’

A surprising fact, however, is that moving the wh-object ce (‘what’) to the edge of the island

renders the example in (72) grammatical:

(73) [CP Cine1

who

[TP t1 o

cl.3.fs

cunoaşte

know

[DP pe

pe

studenta

student

[CP căreia

which.dat

ce2
what

i

cl.dat.3sg

s-a

expl-aux

dedicat

dedicated

t2 ieri

yesterday

]]]] ?

‘Who knows the student to whom what was dedicated yesterday?’

(Cheng & Demirdache 2010:474)

�e puzzling question at this point is whymoving to the edge of an island is grammatical, but re-

maining in situ is not. From the point of view of standard approaches towh-movement, neither of

these options results in checking of the feature-driving wh-movement (even in so-called ‘Greed’-

based approaches; e.g. Bošković 2007, 2008). We canmake sense of this, however, if we view this

as a gradient repair in parallel way to in�xation in Tagalog. Let us assume that the driver of

wh-movement is the Wh-Criterion in (74) (cf. Rizzi 1996). �is constraint is interpreted in

a gradient fashion, however, such that a violation is incurred for each unused landing site (e.g.

phase edge) between the wh-phrase and its �nal landing site. For present purposes, let us adopt
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a general constraint Island, prohibiting movement out of an island (e.g. Complex NP).21

(74) a. Wh-Crit (gradient version):
[wh]-marked items must be in the speci�er of a licensing head (C[wh]).

(Assign a violation unused landing site between a wh-phrase and (including) its �nal

landing site in Spec-C[wh])

b. Island:

Movement out of an island is prohibited

In the analysis, we see a strikingly parallel to the Tagalog example (75). Moving to Spec-CP as

in (75a) fully satis�es Wh-Crit, but incurs a fatal violation of Island. Partial movement to

matrix Spec-vP still violates Island, but now also Wh-Crit since the wh-phrase is not in its

desired landing site. Candidates (75c–d) all avoid a violation of Island by remaning within the

Complex NP Island. �e choice between them is now determined by the gradient constraint

Wh-Crit that assigns additional violations for each potential unused landing site (Spec-vP and

Spec-CP) between the wh-phrase and its criterial position.�us, the optimal comprise for both

these con�icting pressures it move as close as possible to the ideal landing site, without moving

out of the island (75c).

(75) Movement to edge of Complex NP island in Romanian:

[CP C[wh] . . . [vP . . . [DP [CP . . . [vP . . . wh . . . ]]] . . . ]] Island Wh-Crit

a. [CP wh1 C[wh] . . . [vP . . . [DP [CP . . . [vP . . . t1 . . . ]]] . . . ]] *!

b. [CP C[wh] . . . [vP wh1 . . . [DP [CP . . . [vP . . . t1 . . . ]]] . . . ]] *! *

�
c. [CP C[wh] . . . [vP . . . [DP [CP wh1 . . . [vP . . . t1 . . . ]]] . . . ]] **

d. [CP C[wh] . . . [vP . . . [DP [CP . . . [vP wh1 . . . t1 . . . ]]] . . . ]] ***!

e. [CP C[wh] . . . [vP . . . [DP [CP . . . [vP . . . wh . . . ]]] . . . ]] ***!*

�is derives what Kotek (2016:11) refers to as the ‘move-as-much-as-possible’ approach to par-

tial movement. Viewing this a gradient repair not only reveals another cross-modular parallel

with regard to alignment e�ects in syntax (cf. Bruening 2016), it shows the necessity of violable

constraints for repairs of this kind. A �nal point here is that this analysis does seem to require

comparison of entire derivations. �is di�ers from other analyses discussed (e.g. AAE), where

it was possible derivational steps that were compared. An OT-based approach can be used both

for evaluating competing derivations (transderivational economy), as well as competing continu-

21 �is is, of course, requires further re�nement and potential decomposition into further, more speci�c con-

straints. Note that I assume that Ross-type islands such as the CNPC are representational islands that hold at PF.

Evidence for this comes from the fact that violations of representational islands seem to be repaired by operations

that alter the o�ending representation, e.g. ellipsis (e.g. Ross 1969; Lasnik 2001; Merchant 2001, 2008) and (intrus-

ive) resumption (Ross 1967; Sells 1984). To a certain extent, this then justi�es their status as markedness constraints

in the present account.
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ations of a given derivation (translocal economy; see Müller & Sternefeld 2001; Müller 2011; Graf

2013). Both types of constraints seem useful and necessary.

5 Conclusion

�is paper has shown that the way in which con�icts are resolved within a grammar, that is

with various kinds of repairs, exhibits a striking convergence across domains. It was argued

that the assumption of violable constraints (both in the form of markedness and faithfulness

constraints) allows us to account for cross-modular parallels in the context, type and shape of

repair operations. It was shown that linking the context of repairs to high-ranked markedness

constraints can account for why, even when repairs may vary, they o�en converge on the same

banned output context both within and across languages, as was demonstrated on the basis of

conspiracies and HoT/HoP in both syntax and phonology. Furthermore, the OT conception of

repairs results from a fundamental tension between markedness and faithfulness constraints. If

some relevant faithfulness constraint is ranked below the relevant markedness constraint, then

a candidate violating that constraint (e.g. deletion) emerges as a potential repair. If there are

numerous constraints ranked below the relevant markedness constraint, it is the lowest-ranked

of these that ultimately determines the repair. Variation in this regard can lead to HoT/HoP

e�ects. Finally, the exact choice of what to delete, insert or modify is guided by even lower-

ranked constraints. �ese e�ects tend to lead to preservation or insertion of the least-marked

material possible.

�is overall picture can, in a somewhat idealized form, be summarized in (76). Amarkedness

constraint M1 determines the context of the repair, the lowest-ranked faithfulness constraint F3

determines the type of the repair and the shape of the repair comes from the lowest-ranked

markedness constraint M4.

(76) Properties of repairs in Optimality�eory:
M1 ≫ F1 ≫ F2 ≫ F3 ≫ M2 ≫M3 ≫M4

context
for repair

type
of repair

shape
of repair

As we have already seen, things are o�en more complicated than this in practice. Markedness

constraints can also help to determine the type of a repairs (e.g. NoDiph in hiatus) and positional

faithfulness may also play a role in determining the shape (i.e. target) of a repair. Furthermore,

low-ranked markedness and faithfulness constraints may well be interleaved to varying degrees,

but (76) is the simplest way of visualizing it.�emain point here is that both high and low-ranked

constraints work together to derive the various properties of repairs we �nd. �us, a theory of

grammar with violable constraints such as OT leads to a substantive theory of repairs. Against

the backdrop of the hypothesis of Cross-modular Structural Parallelism (5), ranked violable con-

straints are the common denominator between the domains of phonology andmorpho-syntax.22

22 �ere is still the question of whether one can �nd arguments for Cross-modular Parallelism from se-

mantics/pragmatics. It certainly seems to be the case that aspects of semantics/pragmatics are optimality-theoretic

in nature, as has been pointed out (e.g. de Swart 2010; Krifka 2013). As with Last Resort in syntax, there are various

economy approaches in semantics with an OT-like character, for example Rule I (Grodzinsky & Reinhart 1993:79),

Rule H (Fox 2000:111) and even Maximize Presupposition! (Heim 1991). Furthermore, the creation of structural

alternatives proposed by Fox & Katzir (2011) requires a mechanism virtually indistinguishable from the GEN com-
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A reviewer raises the question of whether it is not equally possible to account for the various

aspects of repairs discussed here in a rule-based theory. For example, given the basic rule schema

in (77), we could talk about the target (A), change (B) and context/environment (C) in which

repairs take place.

(77) A → B / C

target change context

While I do not have su�cient space to devote a detailed discussion to this point, it seems apparent

that this approach would seem to lack explanatory power with regard to the shape of repair. As

we saw, this is very o�en driven bymarkedness considerations, whose place is less clear in a rule-

based theory without markedness/faithfulness constraints. Furthermore, rule-based approaches

still su�er from the perennial problem of capturing the functional unity of processes involved
in conspiracies both in and across languages (HoT/HoP) (however, see Vaux 2008:55�. for a

di�erent view).

�is paper has argued that an optimality-theoretic approach to repairs allows for a more

explicit theory of repairs encompassing the context, target and shape of repairs. While the OT

view of repairs ultimately does not tell us why a particular kind of repair exists for some context

in a given language (and this o�en seems to be arbitrary), it provides an explicit theory of the

conditions under which a repair can take place. With such a theory in place, it becomes possible

to account for the sheer extent of cross-linguistic variation we �nd with repairs, an endeavor

greatly supported by the inherently typological nature of the theory.23 In general, the undeniable

semblance of various aspects of repair phenomena in phonology and morpho-syntax point to

the conclusion that these domains may not be as di�erent as is o�en assumed, and therefore

ultimately governed by similar underlying principles.
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